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Aussie Bites! (MIA Member & Mimata ALT Nigel Johnston)
Thanks to Nigel, one of our local ALTs in Mimata for
today’s article!

morsels are all but an Australian symbol! There are
similarities to wiener rolls that you mind find in Japanese bakeries, but there are some distinct differences
Sausage Rolls are a traditional light snack in Australia. in the filling and pastry.
Typically made in large batches, they store well frozen Using some simple frozen pie sheets, anyone can
and are easy to reheat when desired. Combining garlic, make these sausage rolls at home. Try and make some
rosemary, fennel and other herbs with pork mince into for yourself, and enjoy the flavours of Australia at
a sausage shape, then wrapped in a light pie pastry,
home!
home-made sausage
※This article also appeared
rolls well for outings, at
in the Mimata Town PR
lunch, or even parties.
Newsletter November ediWhen made at home,
tion, which has been linked
you can always adjust
below:
the fillings and herbs &
spices to suit your
tastes. Once the smell
of freshly cooked pie
pastry fills the kitchen,
everyone starts to get
impatient, wanting to
dig in right away!
Sausage rolls were first
made in England, but
these delicious little
General Information
◇ Miyazaki From the Outside Looking In
Travelling Exhibition
As previously mentioned in the December edition of
MIA News, the travelling exhibition was held in Miyakonojo City’s 1st Floor Lobby between the 14th (Fri)
and 27th (Thu) of January, and in the Mimata Town
Library from January 29th (Sat) to February 4th (Fri).
Thank you to everyone who came to see the exhibition.

◇ Articles For MIA News
Are you interested in writing a short article about international exchange or cooperation for MIA News? Some
possible topics include travel journals, introductions to
your home country, experiences staying with a host
family, and activities with an international exchange or
cooperation group. Articles should be about a page
long and include a couple of relevant pictures. If you’d
like to write more than that, please consult with MIA. If
you’d like to write anonymously, that can be taken into
◇ Regarding the Results on the Vote on
consideration.
Association Documents
We are also looking for people interested in sharing
With regards to the vote on documents sent out to all
group and individual members of MIA (with the excep- their Australian experiences. Whether it’s a rare location you found or some fascinating people you interacttion of supporting members comprised of special
members (international members) and student mem- ed with, we want to share your story with all of our MIA
members!
bers), as sent via post and other means, all proposals
have been met with majority support and approved. We Please contact us if you are interested!
apologise for the lateness of this report, and sincerely
thank you all for your cooperation.

Movies info

C-Plaza Cine-port (Tel: 0986-24-2571)

17-9 Nakamachi, Miyakonojo, Miyazaki Map-Code (GPS): 117 488 540*55
●Noise (Japanese)
●Jujutsu Kaisen 0, The Movie (Japanese)
●Boss Baby: Family Mission (Japanese Dub)
●The Matrix: Resurrection (Japanese Sub or Dub)
●Sumikko-gurashi: Aoi Tsukiyo no Mahou no ko (Japanese)

*The 1st of every month is ¥1,100 for everyone.
*Every Wednesday is ‘Ladies’ Day’, all ladies ¥1,100.
*The cinema is closed every Tuesday.
*For session times visit: http://movie.walkerplus.com/th286/
schedule.html (Japanese)

